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Abstract-In  this article we define some aggregation operators 
for bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy sets. These operations include 
bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy ordered weighted averaging 
(BPVHFOWA) operator, bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy ordered 
weighted  geometric  (BPVHFOWG)  operator  and  their 
generalized forms. We also define hybrid aggregation operators 
and  their  generalized  forms  and  solved  a   decision-making 
problem on these operation. 
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I.      INTRODUCTION 

At any level of our life decision making plays an essential 
role. It is a very famous research field now days. Everyone 
needs to take decision about the selection of best choice at any 
stage of his life [1, 19, 20]. Using ordinary mathematical 
techniques, we are not able to solve DM problems . 

 

To deal with problems related to different kind of 
uncertainties, L. A. Zadeh [39] in 1965 initiated the concept of 
fuzzy sets (FSs). After his idea of FSs, researchers started to 
think about different extensions of FSs and some advanced 
forms of FSs have been established. Some of these extensions 
are interval-valued fuzzy set (IVFS) [5], intuitionistic fuzzy set 
(IFS) [1], hesitant fuzzy set (HFS) [22] and bipolar-valued 
fuzzy set (BVFS) [15] are some well known sets. Later on 
these new extensions of FSs have been extensively used in 
decision making [5], [16], [27] [28]. 

 

As different advanced forms of FSs came one after another, 
scientist started to merge two kinds of fuzzy information in a 
single set. The idea was quite useful and some very interesting 
extensions of FSs have been defined. These extensions include 
intuitionistic hesitant fuzzy sets (IHFSs), inter-valued hesitant 
fuzzy sets  (IVHFSs) and  bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy sets 
(BVHFSs). The idea of merging different kind of fuzzy sets 
was quite useful and very shortly some new advanced forms of 
FSs have been established which are inter-valued intuitionistic 
hesitant fuzzy sets (IVIHFSs), cubic hesitant fuzzy sets 
(CHFSs) and bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy sets (BPVHFSs). 

 
  doi: http://dx.doi.org/10.4314/jfas.v10i4s.85

Tahir M [25] introduced BPVHFSs, a new extension of FSs and 
a combination of HFSs and BVFSs. BPVHFSs have affiliation 
functions (membership function) in terms of set of some 
values. The positive affiliation function is a set having values 
in the interval [0, 1] which conveys the satisfaction extent of an 
element belong to the given set. While the negative affiliation 
function is a  set of some values in [-1,0] which conveys 
the negative or counter satisfaction degree of an element 
belong to given set. Tahir M [25] defines some basic 
operations for BPVHFSs and proved some interesting results. 
He also defines aggregation operators for BPVHFSs and then 
used these operators in DM. 
 

In our article, we apply some order on previously defined 
bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy weighted averaging and weighted 
geometric operators by defining bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy 
ordered weighted averaging and bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy 
ordered weighted geometric operators along with their 
generalized   operators.   We   also   defined   some   hybrid 
aggregation operators on BPVHFSs along with their 
generalized forms. Finally, we did solve a DM problem using 
these newly defined aggregation operators and get very useful 
results. 
 

This article consists of 4 sections with section one as 
introduction. In section two we recall the definition of 
BPVHFSs, their properties and some aggregation operators of 
BPVHFSs. Section three contain BPVHFOWA operators, 
BPVHFOWG operators, BPVHFHA operators and BPVHFHG 
operators. We also solve some examples on these defined 
operations. In the last section, we solve a DM problem using 
the defined operations in section three. Finally, we finish our 
article by adding a conclusion to it. 
 

II.     PRELIMINARIES 

This  section consists of  the  definition of BPVHFS and 
some aggregation operators on BPVHFSs. We also add some 
properties  of  BPVHFSs  to  this  section  and  we  recall  the 
concept of score function for BPVHFSs.
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A.   Definition 1: [25] 

For any set Ϫ, the BPVHFS  on some domain of Ϫ is 
denoted and defined by: 

 

 

where  is a finite set of few distinct values in 
the interval  [O, 1]. It conveys the satisfaction extent of 

“ϗ” corresponding to BPVHFS  and is a 
finite set of few distinct values in the interval [-1, O]. It 
conveys the implicit counter or negative property of “ϗ” 

corresponding to BPVHFS . 
 

Here  is a BPVHFE. The set of all 
BPVHFEs is denoted by Ф. 

 

Consider two BPVHFSs: 
 

 
 

 
 

The set operations for BPVHFSs are defined as: 

 
3. A GBPVHFWA Operator is a function                such 

that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. A GBPVHFWG Operator is a function                such 

that

 

 
 
 
 
 

C.   Definition 3: [25] 
. 

Let   be  a  BPVHFE,  then  the  Score 

,                            function (Accuracy Function) of  is denoted and defined by: 

. 
 

where       is the sum of elements of       and       is the sum of 
elements of      ,      is the length of     and                          . 

 
for any 

D.   Remark 1: [25] 

Length of  are not necessarily equal. 
 

For two BPVHFEs                   , if
 
 
 
 

B.   Definition 2: [25] 

Let                                  be a set of BPVHFEs and let 
be the WV of 

with                   and , then 
 

1.    BPVHFWA Operator is a function                such that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.    BPVHFWG Operator is a function                such that 

 

, 
 

then        is said to be minor than       i.e.                  . 

, 

then  is said to bigger than  i.e. . 
 

, 
 

then  is indifferent (similar) to  denoted by . 
 
 
 

III.    ORDERED WEIGHTED AND HYBRID OPERATORS FOR 

BPVHFSS 

In this section, we define BPVHFOWA operators, 
BPVHFOWG  operators,  BPVHFHA  operators  and 
BPVHFHG operators. We also explain these operations with 
the help of examples.
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Definition 4: 

Let                                   be a set of BPVHFEs and  
the                           largest           among           them.           Let 

be the aggregation associated 

weight   vector   of                                        with    

and . Then 
1.     A BPVHFOWA operator is a 

function                                      , such that 
 

 
 

2.     A BPVHFOWG operator is a function 
, such that 

 

 
 

1.1.1.             Theorem 

Let  be a set of BPVHFEs. Then their 
aggregated value determined by using BPVHFOWA operator 
or BPVHFOWG operator is a BPVHFE and 

 

 

 
 

Example 1: 
 
Let                                                    , 
 

and                                                       be three BPVHFEs and 

let                                  be the aggregation- associated weight 
vector. Then

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.1.2.             Definition 

Let  be a set of BPVHFEs and  

the  largest among them. 
Let                                                         be  the  aggregation 

associated    weight    vector    of                                        with 

 and . Then 
1.     A     GBPVHFOWA     operator     is     a     function 

, such that 

Clearly as 
 

So 
, 

 

 
and 

Now

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2.     A     GBPVHFOWG     operator     is     a     function 

, such that
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with  and . Then  

1. The BPVHFHA operator is a mapping 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It seems that BPVHFWA, BPVHFWG, GBPVHFWA and 
GBPVHFWG operators concern with the weight of BPVHF 
argument and have no concern with their order. On the other 
hand BPVHFOWA, BPVHFOWG, GBPVHFOWA and 
GBPVHFOWG operators deal with the weight of the ordered 
position of each given argument and give no importance to 
argument itself. Therefore we need to introduce the hybrid 
aggregation operators for bipolar-valued hesitant fuzzy 
arguments. These newly defined hybrid aggregation operators 
give weight to any given argument and their ordered positions 
too. 

 
Definition 5: 

Let                                     be  a  collection  of  BPVHFEs, 
is their     weight     vector 

with                                                   'n'     is    the    balancing 
coefficient  and                                                               be  the 
aggregation associated weight vector of 

 
 

such that
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here  is the       largest of  

3. A GBPVHFA operator is a function 

where          is the       largest 

of 
2.     The     BPVHFHG     operator     is     a     mapping 

such that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

, such that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

here          is the        largest 

of 
4.     A      GBPVHFHG     operator      is      a      function 

, such that 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

here          is the        largest of 
 
 

IV.    MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DECISION MAKING BASED ON 

BIPOLAR VALUED HESITANT FUZZY SETS 

In this section, we describe a brief technique to deal with 
MADM  problems  using  BPVHF  aggregation  operator  in 
which a DM provide information in bipolar valued hesitant 
fuzzy decision matrix and every element is characterized by 
BPVHFE. 

Consider  that  we  have  n  substitutes  
with    m    attributes                                    and    assume    that 

be   the    weight   vector   such   that 
and .  The  decision 

makers assigned values in the form of BPVHFEs  for the 

substitutes   under the  attributes   in  the  state of being 
anonymous. 

The DM method is based on the following steps: 
Step 1: 
This  is  the  step  of  decision  matrix  formation  as  each 

alternative      has  assigned  some  values  in  the  form  of 

BPVHFEs           under some attributes . 
Step 2: 
In this step, BPVHFE                                can be obtained 

for the substitutes                                by using bipolar-valued 
hesitant fuzzy hybrid operators. 

Step 3: 
By applying score function (accuracy function) we get the 

accuracy value  of . 
Step 4: 

To get the most suitable alternative , we 
established           an           order          in          the          score 

values . 
 

Example 2: 
 

A cricket board needs a head coach for their cricket team. 
The cricket board advertised the post in a news paper and a 
number of candidates applied for the  post. Based on their 
history in the cricket field initially 4 candidates are called for 
an interview. The cricket board is going to appoint a coach 
who possesses the qualities like hard working, Creative, 
Committed and skillful. For the better future of cricket in the 
country, the cricket board needs to appoint the most suitable 
head coach. 

Let                                     be    the    set    of    substitutes 
and                                  be   the   set   of   attributes   and   let 

be  the  weight  vector  of  the 

attributes  and                                          be the 
aggregation associated weight vector. 
 

CONCLUSION 

In our treatise, we successfully apply aggregation operators 
of BPVHFSs in a DM problem. The results clearly indicate that 
either we use BPVHF hybrid averaging operators or BPVHF 
hybrid geometric operators, we get the same results. Hence 
these two aggregation operation can be very useful in DM 
especially in two-sided DM. Future research will involve the 
generalization to bipolar-valued hesitant neutrosophic 
information and its aggregation operators. 
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